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ABSTRACT

In this article, lattice thermal conductivity of α-phase Ga2O3 is investigated in a way of combining the first principles calculation and
iterative solving the Boltzmann transport equation. Real-space displacement approach is employed in order to obtain both second- and
third-order force constants. The effect of the microstructure on lattice thermal conductivity of α-phase Ga2O3 has been extensively studied
and widely discussed. The results indicate that α-phase Ga2O3 exhibit a lower thermal conductivity compared with β-phase Ga2O3 in a tem-
perature range from 30 to 800 K. At room temperature, 300 K, the calculated thermal conductivities of α-phase Ga2O3 are 11.61, 9.38, and
8.94Wm−1 K−1 in the directions [100], [010], and [001], respectively. The lower thermal conductivity of α-phase Ga2O3 can be attributed
to the mass difference and bond strength between Ga and O atoms. As for the phonon transport analysis, it is related to the three phonon
scattering mechanism. Compared with β-phase Ga2O3, α-phase Ga2O3 exhibits a higher anharmonic phonon scattering rate. Our study
aims to help to understand the thermal transport mechanism of α-phase Ga2O3 material and provide useful guidance for the future device
applications and enrich the existing state of the art.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1116/6.0001870

I. INTRODUCTION

Wide-bandgap semiconductors, which refer to semiconductor
materials with a larger bandgap than conventional semiconductors,
represent a stimulating and challenging area of research in materi-
als for optoelectronics.1 In the last decade, gallium oxide (Ga2O3)
has attracted a lot of attention as a promising wide-bandgap semi-
conductor. The material properties of Ga2O3 have been widely
investigated and fabrication or preparation technologies for Ga2O3

materials have been rapidly developed.2–4 Similar to other polymor-
phic sesquioxide systems, such as In2O3 and Al2O3, Ga2O3 can
form five different polymorphs known as α, β, γ, δ, and ε.5 Among
them, β-phase is the most stable and widely used in semiconductor
industry. However, along with advanced deposited technology
emergence, corundum-structured α-Ga2O3 crystal thin films were
successfully grown or deposited on various substrates.6–11

Specifically, in recent years, material properties of α-Ga2O3 have

received growing attention in both academic research and industrial
applications.12–14

Compared to other wide-bandgap semiconductor materials,
such as SiC and GaN, Ga2O3 has a relative low thermal conductiv-
ity of about 16–21Wm−1 K−1 at room temperature for β-phase.15

In contrast, thermal conductivities of SiC and GaN are reported
as high as 380 and 220Wm−1 K−1 at room temperature, respec-
tively.16,17 For Ga2O3-based high-power electrical devices, a low
thermal conductivity will significantly affect the device perfor-
mance, reliability, as well as the safety.18 Moreover, thermal proper-
ties of Ga2O3 materials are not only important for electrical
devices, but also critical for a substrate temperature control, as well
as uniformity during the epitaxial growth or other physical and
chemical vapor deposition process. Currently, various growth tech-
niques (e.g., molecular beam epitaxy, halide vapor phase epitaxy,
and chemical vapor deposition) have been developed to directly
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synthesize polymorph Ga2O3 thin films.2 In particular, various
phases of gallium oxide films can be obtained at the same time
using the RF magnetron sputtering process as the obtained phases
depend on the substrate planes and deposition parameters, such as
the temperature.19 Therefore, a detailed characterization of individ-
ual physical properties of each Ga2O3 phase is of primordial impor-
tance, especially, α-phase and β-phase Ga2O3 can be distinguished
during the deposition process at various temperatures.

Previous studies on the thermal conductivity of Ga2O3 mainly
focused on the common β-phase, and the experimental measure-
ments were made mostly using the 2ω, 3ω methods as well as time
domain thermoreflectance technique.20–22 Recently, Raman ther-
mometry technology was employed to investigate the thermal con-
ductivity of β-Ga2O3 nanomembrane and thin films.23,24 These
experimental results show a significant anisotropy of the thermal
conductivity for β-phase Ga2O3 materials. However, thermal con-
ductivity of other phases of Ga2O3, such as α and ε phases, still
needs to be studied and explored.

In recent years, first principles calculations in condensed matter
physics and materials science have attracted a lot of interest and were
widely used to predict thermal transport properties of various mate-
rials, especially when phonon-based calculations became routine.25

Harmonic force constants (second-order force constants) can be
obtained from total energy calculations based on the density func-
tional theory (DFT). In addition, some state-of-the-art modeling has
also been developed to derive the anharmonic force constants (third-
order force constants) from the first principles calculation.26

Knowing both second-order and third-order force constants can
permit us to directly solve the phonon Boltzmann transport equation
and obtain lattice thermal conductivity. Previously, Liu et al. studied
lattice dynamic and thermodynamic properties of β-Ga2O3 from first
principles calculations.27 Santia et al. investigated lattice thermal con-
ductivity of monoclinic β-Ga2O3 from first principles calculation.15

Mu et al. implemented ab initio study on enhanced thermal conduc-
tivity in ordered AlGaO3 alloys.28 Yan et al. studied the phonon
mode contributions to lattice thermal conductivity of pristine and
defective β-Ga2O3 using first-principles calculations.29 However, all
above investigation mainly focus on the β-phase of Ga2O3. There are
no studies or reports on the lattice thermal conductivity of
corundum-structured α-Ga2O3 material.30 Hence, a theoretical study
on the lattice thermal conductivity of α-Ga2O3 is necessary.

The principal objective of the present research is to examine
the phonon thermal transport mechanism for α-Ga2O3 materials.
The effects of the microstructure on the lattice thermal conductivity
have been investigated systematically. Phonon dispersion relation,
three phonon scattering, and the maximum mean-free-path are
evaluated according to the results, which ultimately provide a theo-
retical guidance for α-Ga2O3 material applications.

II. MODELLING

A. Microstructure and Brillouin zone

Corundum structure α-phase Ga2O3 has a R3c crystal symme-
try.31 Distinguished from the monoclinic structure of β-phase
Ga2O3, the rhombohedral corundum structure α-Ga2O3 has an
only octahedral coordinated Ga3+ ion, and two-thirds of the octa-
hedral sites are hold by the Ga3+ ion,32 while each Ga atom shared

one face and three edges with adjacent octahedra.31,32 The oxygen
atoms display close to the hexagonal arrangement.31,32 In this
study, conventional and primitive unit cell structures are visualized
utilizing VESTA software,33 as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)

FIG. 1. Crystal structure and the Brillouin zone of α-Ga2O3, (a) conventional
unit cell, (b) primitive unit cell, and (c) Brillouin zone and high symmetry
k-paths. Large green ball corresponds to Ga atoms, while small red ball corre-
sponds to O atoms.
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Brillouin zone (BZ) and subsequent high symmetry directions
are determined according to the method provided by Wahyu and
Stefano et al.34 For corundum structure α-Ga2O3, the correspond-
ing rhombohedral (RHL, hR)-type Brillouin zone and high symme-
try k-point paths are selected in this study. Brillouin zone and high
symmetry paths of α-Ga2O3 can also be visualized using
XCrySDen software.35 For the R3c symmetry structure, the coordi-
nates of symmetry points and the high symmetry paths in the first
Brillouin zone are Γ-L-B1|B-Z-Γ-X|Q-F-P1-Z|L-P, as illustrated in
Fig. 1(c).

B. Computational details

In this article, first-principles density functional calculations
(DFT) are carried out using Quantum ESPRESSO software
package.36,37 Phonopy software package is used to compute har-
monic phonon properties based on the finite displacement
method.25 The anharmonic force constant is calculated from the
thirdorder.py code. Finally, the lattice thermal conductivity of
α-Ga2O3 is obtained by solving the linearized phonon Boltzmann
transport equation using an iterative procedure as implemented in
ShengBTE software package.38,39 As a comparison, we also calculate
the lattice thermal conductivity of β-Ga2O3 using the same
method, and there is good agreement with experimental results.22

First of all, for the DFT calculations, the plane-wave-based algo-
rithm and the projector-augmented wave method are employed
together with Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange correlation func-
tional. In order to make sure the structure steady, before implement-
ing the plane wave self-consistent field calculation, we carry on a
structure optimization procedure using the projector-augmented
wave method with a generalized gradient approximation. We adopt
the experimental lattice parameters as an initial data for performing
the crystal structure optimization.6 A plane wave cutoff of 125 Ry
with a 16 × 1 6 × 1 6 k-point grids are used to relax the structure,
and energy convergence criterion is set to be 10−12 Ry. The structure
is relaxed to force levels less than 10−6 Ry/Bohr. The optimized struc-
ture parameters are applied to following calculations. For plane wave
basis, we chose 125 Ry as energy cutoff for the wave functions and
500 Ry as energy cutoff for charge density and potential in the self-
consistent field calculation. For better convergence, the system total
energy convergence criterion is setup to be 10−12 eV. We selected
Ga.pbesol-dn-kjpaw_psl.0.2.UPF and O.pbesol-n-kjpaw_psl.0.1.UPF
as implemented pseudopotentials files from Quantum ESPRESSO
pseudopotentials library.36,37 Phonon dynamics properties are inves-
tigated based on the density functional perturbation theory.40 Born
effective charges and dielectric tensor are obtained from the phonon
dynamics calculation. Longitudinal and transverse optical phonon
(LO-TO) splitting at the Γ point is also examined in this study.

The phonon dispersion curve and projected density of states
of α-Ga2O3 are obtained from self-consistent energy calculations
using software Phonopy interface with Quantum ESPRESSO
package. We adopted a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell structure, and each
supercell structure includes 80 atoms. Five displaced supercell struc-
tures are constructed using Phonopy package where the BZ is
sampled by 4 × 4 × 4 k-point grids. Second-order force constants
(IFCs) are evaluated in combining Phonopy package with the
Quantum ESPRESSO phonon dynamic calculation. The presence

of third-order anharmonic IFCs leads to the appearance of scatter-
ing as a result of three-phonon interactions, and their values were
obtained in combining the self-consistent field calculation using
thirdorder.py code with Quantum ESPRESSO package.
Considering the third nearest-neighbor interaction, 152 supercell
structure configurations are created and tested with thirdorder.py
code. Self-constant energy calculation is implemented based on the
created supercell structure using Quantum ESPRESSO package. For
higher calculation efficiency while maintaining the computational
precision, we use “K_POINTS gamma” mesh instead of
“K_POINTS automatic” mesh in the first Brillouin zone when car-
rying self-consistent computation.

After we obtained the second-order force constants from
Phonopy package and third-order force constant from thirdor-
der.py code, we can implement the ShengBTE package with a
CONTROL input file. Born charges and dielectric tensor in the
CONTROL file can be obtained from previous phonon dynamics
calculation using Quantum ESPRESSO package. Running the
ShengBTE code is very straightforward, and there is no other argu-
ment need to input.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Phonon dispersion

The calculated phonon dispersion curves and the projected
density of states of α-Ga2O3 are shown in Fig. 2.

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the phonon frequency of
α-Ga2O3 is in the range of 0–21 THz. The splitting of LO-TO
phonons at the Г point can also be observed, which is a typical
feature for an ionic crystal structure. In addition, it also can be seen
from projected densities of states in Fig. 2 that phonon modes with
a lower frequency are mostly correlated to the larger mass Ga
atoms, while phonon modes with a higher frequency are mainly
relevant to small mass O atoms. In fact, O vacancies and substitu-
tional impurities at O sites are the most common defects in Ga2O3

materials. O vacancies can affect the phonon scattering process,
thereby furthermore affect the lattice thermal conductivity of the

FIG. 2. Phonon dispersion curve and projected densities of states for α-Ga2O3.
Black curve corresponds to Ga atoms, while red curve corresponds to O atoms
in the projected densities of states.
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Ga2O3 material.29 For optoelectronic or other high-power electrical
device applications, we can adjust the quantity of O vacancies or
doping other elements in the O site to control the lattice thermal
conductivity of α-Ga2O3 materials.

B. Thermal conductivity

After we obtain the harmonic and anharmonic interaction
force constants, we can solve the linear form phonon Boltzmann
transport equation. In this study, we adopted a directly iterative
approach. The tensor form of lattice thermal conductivity can be
described as28

Kxy ¼ 1
V

X

λ

cλν
x
λν

y
λτλ, (1)

where K is the lattice thermal conductivity; V is the unit cell; cλ is
specific heat capacity that is closely related to temperature; x and y
are the Cartesian tensor coordinates; νxλ and νyλ are the phonon
group velocities in x and y directions, respectively; and τλ is the
phonon relaxation time. In this study, we only consider an up to
three-phonon scattering process. We implement a full iterative sol-
ution on lattice thermal conductivity for α-Ga2O3 using ShengBTE
package. It should be noted that Born effective charges and the
dielectric tensor in the control file are setup according to phonon
dynamics calculation results. Meanwhile, in order to obtain a full
and steady numerical solution, we also tested different sample
meshes; mesh density varies from 10 × 10 × 10 expanded up to
18 × 18 × 18. All test meshes reach a consistent convergence and
the maximum error less than 0.5Wm−1 K−1, as the mesh size
increases, the memory and calculated time will tremendously
increase. Finally, considering a better convergence and computa-
tional time, we choose the mesh density 14 × 14 × 14 for the follow-
ing lattice thermal conductivity calculation at various temperatures.
The obtained lattice thermal conductivities of α-phase Ga2O3 with
various temperatures are shown in Fig. 3.

It can be seen from Fig. 3 that α-phase Ga2O3 displayed a
nearly isotropic thermal conductivity along three vector directions
of the primitive cell. The maximum value of lattice thermal con-
ductivity is found in the direction of [100], and the calculated value
is 11.61Wm−1 K−1 at room temperature. In contrast, the calculated
lattice thermal conductivity of α-Ga2O3 in the direction of [010] is
9.38Wm−1 K−1 and in the direction of [001] is 8.94Wm−1 K−1,
respectively. The minimum value of lattice thermal conductivity for
α-Ga2O3 is found in the direction of [001]. However, compared to
β-phase Ga2O3, α-Ga2O3 shows a lower thermal conductivity in a
board temperature region from 30 to 800 K. At the same tempera-
ture, the maximum thermal conductivity of α-Ga2O3 in the [100]
direction is still lower than the minimum thermal conductivity of
β-phase Ga2O3 in the [100] direction (see Fig. 3). Compared with
β-Ga2O3, the reduction in thermal conductivity of α-Ga2O3 may be
correlated to its unique microstructure. It also can be seen from
Fig. 3 that the lattice thermal conductivity of α-phase Ga2O3

decreased with increasing temperature in a broad temperature
region from 30 to 800 K. In the low-temperature region (>30 K),
lattice thermal conductivity of α-Ga2O3 exhibited an exponential
κ ¼ exp(Θ/T) correlation with temperature.41 However, in the

high-temperature region, similar to β-phase Ga2O3, lattice thermal
conductivity of α-phase Ga2O3 also obeys T−1 law with increasing
temperatures, which implied that the Umklapp phonon scattering
process occurred in this temperature region. It should be specially
noted that the phonon scattering process is correlated to the micro-
structure. Referring to polymorphic Ga2O3 materials, the phonon
scattering process of α-phase Ga2O3 is distinguished from common
β-phase Ga2O3.

C. Phonon scattering process

In order to explore the thermal transport mechanism of
α-phase Ga2O3 materials, we carefully examined the phonon scat-
tering process. Three key parameters, i.e., the anharmonic scatter-
ing rate, the dimensionless scattering phase space volume, and
weight phase space are studied. For further understanding the
phonon thermal transport process, we first obtain the anharmonic
scattering rate curve (inverse of scattering time) of α-phase Ga2O3

at room temperature using ShengBTE package, and we compare
the anharmonic scattering rate curve between α-phase and β-phase
Ga2O3. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the phonon anharmonic scat-
tering rate of α-phase Ga2O3 materials is clearly higher than
β-phase Ga2O3 in the entire frequency region. By comparing the
microstructure of α and β-phase Ga2O3, it can be found that a
higher phonon scattering rate of α-phase Ga2O3 may root in its
small primitive cell volume. In fact, corundum structure α-Ga2O3

has the smallest unit cell volume of all the five polymorphs Ga2O3

materials.42 Besides, a higher phonon anharmonic scattering rate
means that it has a small phonon relaxation time, which will lead
to a significant reduction in lattice thermal conductivity. In fact,
the anharmonic scattering process involves two effects, anharmo-
nicity and scattering phase space.40 Scattering phase space describe
the three-phonon scattering process that obeys the momentum and

FIG. 3. Calculated lattice thermal conductivities of α-phase Ga2O3 in function
of temperature and thermal conductivities of β-phase Ga2O3 from Refs. 15 and
22 shown for comparison.
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energy conservation law.43 In order to explore the three-phonon
scattering mechanism of α-Ga2O3, we calculated another two key
parameters, dimensionless scattering phase space volume Pj

3(q) and
weighted phase space using the ShengBTE package,38 and we com-
pared these parameters with common β-Ga2O3. Dimensionless
scattering phase space volume Pj

3(q) describes the volume in phase
space for each mode and irreducible q point,15 while weighted
phase space describes the amount of three-phonon scattering
process that obeyed momentum and energy conservation law.28,43

The obtained results are shown in Fig. 5.
It can be observed from Fig. 5(a) that dimensionless scattering

phase space volume decreases with increasing frequency for
α-phase Ga2O3. However, compared with β-phase Ga2O3, it can be
found that α-Ga2O3 exhibits a small dimensionless scattering phase
volume in the high-frequency region (>10 THz), while in the low-
frequency region (<10 THz), it exhibits a larger value. These results
probably correlate to the microstructure of α-Ga2O3. As described
previously, α-Ga2O3 has the smallest unit cell volume. Phonon
scattering has more chance to occur, especially for the high fre-
quency optical phonon. However, on the whole, the difference in
dimensionless scattering phase volume between α and β-phase
Ga2O3 is not evident.

As described in the literature,43 weight phase space implied
the amount of three-phonon scattering process that obeyed
momentum and energy conservation law.28 It can be seen from
Fig. 5(b) that weight phase space of α-phase Ga2O3 is larger than
β-phase Ga2O3 in the high-frequency region (>10 THz). However,
comprehensively, there is no significant difference in weight phase
space between α and β-phase Ga2O3. Therefore, combining with
Figs. 4 and 5(b), we can conclude that the reduction in lattice
thermal conductivity of α-Ga2O3 may be attributed to its strong
anharmonic scattering process, it may be correlated to the micro-
structure, especially, it correlated with the band strength between
the Ga and O atoms, as well as the mass differences between the
Ga atoms and O atoms.

D. Phonon free mean path

For a real application of α-Ga2O3, the active material is mostly
used in a form of thin film where the size effect and interface
effects may become significant. In addition, considering
Ga2O3-based application in power devices, interface thermal resis-
tance issue also needs to be addressed. One of the key parameters
that determine the thermal transport for α-Ga2O3 thin film is the
phonon mean free path. Therefore, a study on phonon mean-free
path of α-Ga2O3 is important. In this article, we focused on the
correlation between the thermal conductivity and the phonon
mean-free path. The obtained cumulative thermal conductivities
with various maximum free mean paths at different temperatures
are shown in Fig. 6.

It can be seen from Fig. 6 that maximum mean free path
decreased with increasing temperature. At lower temperatures,

FIG. 5. Comparison on phonon scattering processes between α- and β-Ga2O3:
(a) dimensionless scattering phase space volume and (b) weighted phase
space.

FIG. 4. Anharmonic scattering rate curve of α-Ga2O3.
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50 K, the maximum mean free path is in a range of 102–105 nm, and
the thermal transport process is mainly decided by longitudinal
phonon. At room temperature 300 K, the maximum mean free path is
in a range of 10–1000 nm. Considering a low thermal conductivity of
Ga2O3 materials, one potential method to solve heat dissipation issue
is to directly deposit Ga2O3 on a high thermal conductivity substrate,
such as other wide-bandgap semiconductor material diamond
(>2000Wm−1 K−1) or other high thermal conductivity semiconductor
materials including boron arsenide (BAs) and boron phosphide
(BP).44,45 Therefore, phonon reflection or transmission behavior at
interface will have a significant impact on the thermal transport
process and it is closely correlated with the phonon mean free path.
At high temperature, 800 K, the maximum mean free path is in range
of 1–100 nm, so it is highly possible that the interface boundary scat-
tering effects will influence the thermal transport process. Hence, con-
sidering α-Ga2O3 materials for future power device applications, size
and interface scattering effects need to be evaluated in detail.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on first principles calculation and the iterative solution
phonon Boltzmann transport equation, we investigated the lattice
thermal conductivity of wide-bandgap α-Ga2O3 materials. Our
results indicated that α-Ga2O3 exhibits a lower thermal conductiv-
ity compared with common β-Ga2O3. At room temperature, 300 K,
the calculated value of lattice thermal conductivity for α-Ga2O3 is
11.61Wm−1 K−1 in the direction [100], 9.38Wm−1 K−1 in the
direction [010], and 8.94Wm−1 K−1 in the direction of [001],
respectively; the maximum value is found in the direction [100]
and the minimum value is found in the direction [001]. As the
temperature increases, the difference in thermal conductivity along
three directions is not evident, exhibiting a nearly isotropic prop-
erty. Moreover, the results also reveal that low-frequency phonon
modes are correlated to larger mass Ga atoms, while the high-
frequency phonon modes are relevant to small mass O atoms.

Compared to common β-Ga2O3, the reduction in thermal
conductivity of α-Ga2O3 may be correlated to bond strength in Ga
and O atoms. Based on our first principle calculated, we found that
α-Ga2O3 has a larger phonon anharmonic scattering rate, which
results in a reduction in the lattice thermal conductivity.
Considering the future application of α-Ga2O3 thin film in the
power devices, we also investigated the key parameter for the inter-
face thermal transport, which is the phonon maximum mean-free
path. At room temperature, the maximum mean free path of
α-Ga2O3 is in the range of 10–1000 nm, the size and interface
effects will have an important influence on the thermal transport in
thin film-based electrical devices, and phonon interface scattering
effects will play a crucial role in thermal transport for α-phase
Ga2O3 thin films. The results presented here would help to gain a
perspective on the phonon transport mechanism of α-Ga2O3 and
also provide a help in future application in α-Ga2O3 materials.
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